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ABSTRACT: The main motto of this technical paper on SC 

mechanism is to promote the operation of EDA devices by 

taking into consideration of the previously existing analog 

IC sizing problems. By adopting the SC mechanism a better 

variant of GSA named Advanced GSA is introduced to 

improve the optimization kernel for the devices which we 

use. In the Co-Advanced GSA, A mechanism which depends 

on the theory of co-progression method is integrated into a 

robust optimization algorithm, which is called as advanced 

GSA algorithm, to intellectually solve more practically 

unnatural  optimization issues. The work of the Co-

Advanced GSA access is first estimate by solving the three 

uneasy engineering layout issues. further the optimization 

efficiency of the Co-Advanced GSA which depends on the  

integrated  circuit device is verified by using 3 different 

studies, i.e.,1.A two stage operational amplifier,2.A folded-

cascade operational amplifier ,to depict the bearing of the 

following schemed way. At last, a statistical case study for 

the final solutions is organized from the 2 conditions of 

significant and approximate study. 

KEYWORDS: Gravitational Search Algorithm, of electronic 

design automation , self-adaptive discipline, folded-cascade 

op-amp, metaheuristic. 

1. Introduction: 

It is observed that the entire partially conducting group power  

will be drastically expanded to approximately 32.5902 billion 

devices  in 2017 when compared  with 1978. From previous 

years, more advancement in the VLSI tech is observed, this 

advancement turn into easy way of integrating Radio 

frequency, digital and analog devices as a complicated system 

on a chip. The designs of analog IC circuit is little bit more 

difficult and time taking process as it require technically 

skilled people for designing  digital IC circuits. Area 

occupation of analog IC circuit design is less of entire IC. 

This paper focuses on area by considering the manufacturer 

capability to give the circuit. The below figure dipicts the 

analog integrated circuit sizing tools.it has 2 main section 

which are linked to each other i.e., synthesis  and 

Optimization. 

In latest years, swarm intelligence algorithms especially 

Particle swarm optimization taken more consideration in the 

Improvement  of integrated circuit devices which are analog 

in nature. 

There are different methods of analog circuits depends  on 

swarm intelligence techniques. 

 

     

 Fig(1):basic section 

             Maryam Dehbashian, Mohammad Maymandi-Neja 

suggested a circuit which is CO-Advanced GSA with a 

restraint technique.In the below figure shows SC technique. It 

certainly depicts the technique searches for a good place 

among Mbest for every repetition. 

While the analog IC sizing device section  covers a little place 

of the whole IC, this section is the main part of Integrated 

circuits  & its optimal way is definitely plays a key role, when 

compared with the digital section. 

 

 

Fig(2):process to find better Mbest  

The Radio frequency analog IC, digital IC application are 

given from VLSI tech on the single IC. Like this the analog IC 

is manufactured in the industry. Analog  integrated circuit 

designing way includes of circuit topology section, circuit 

specification, and blueprint synthesis .Analog integrated 
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circuit devices include two main sections, i.e., synthesis 

section and optimization section which are internally 

connected to each other. blueprint Synthesis section build an 

integrated circuit by considering an account of two major 

parameters, i.e., the required condition and topography of the 

circuit. blueprint Synthesis way which is used in integrated 

circuit devices can be divided into intellectual and optimized 

ways. The optimized way  consider the repetitive loop. The 

examination of machine is being achieved using one of the 

three below ways i.e.,a mathematical equation, a reproduction, 

or a design based way. Blueprint Synthesis way which is used 

in the ICs devices are categorized and mentioned that the 

reproduction way has more convenience than other ways. The 

one and only cones of this way is nearly need more 

calculating time than relatively compared ways. finally the 

layout synthesis method of a IC, the only solutions are 

offered. surely, they are not accurate solution because a 

minimum change result in good sol. 

Optimization approach related in the analog integrated 

circuits, can be categorized into two main methods, i.e., 

1.deterministic and metaheuristic. Determinated optimization 

algorithms bring about old methods i.e,, Newton and 

Levenberg-Marquardt tech. The cones of determining 

optimization are majorly pointed towards the following 

problems. Desiring of a better start , decreasing into the 

allurement neighborhood optimization, based on the continue 

and differentiate of  their function. 

 

                         Fig(3):metaheuristics 

metaheuristic is high-level  operation or it is  designed to 

produce, or to select a heuristic  that may facilitate a sufficient 

for better result. especially with insufficient or incomplete 

data or less mathematical calculation 

capability. Metaheuristics is a group of result, which is too 

heavy to complete this sampled one. Metaheuristics require 

some belief on the optimized issues which is solved, and then 

it is  used for a various  problems. 

2.METHODOLOGY 

GSA is a known algorithm introduced by Rashedi in the year 

2009.The GSA depends on the two techniques i.e., law of 

gravity and mass cooperation. The result in the GSA 

algorithm are called agents, these agents combined together 

from the  gravity law force. The behavior of each agent in this 

algorithm is calculated  by the mass.  

The steps in the GSA can be minimized as follows. 

Step 1: The algorithm of GSA starts with the setting of 

starting values of gravitational constant and the repetition 

counter t. 

Step 2: in the starting the algorithm is developed randomly 

and consists of finite agents. 

Step 3: The below steps are iterative till the end.  

Step 3.1: All blocks in the algorithm are analyzed and the 

better and bad agents will be  selected. 

 Step 3.2: The GSA uniform is advanced. 

Step 3.3: When an substitute x acts as an agent then x will be 

force for a specificed time(t). Where x is the operating 

gravitational mass of agent x, Mpx is the static gravitational 

mass of agent x, G(t) is gravitational uniform at a  time t. 

Step 3.4: At repetition t, compute the force  on x. The below 

figure depicts the flow chart of GSA optimization. 

 

3. comparison of AGSA 

To make a better usage of the AGSA in development tech of 

IC devices firstly act of this steps is compared with the some 

developing technologies being necessarily calculated by some 

functions.which are divided into three categories: 

1. Unimodal activity: in the unimodal function the flow of 

steps plays a key role at final stage. 
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2. polymodal large-dimensional activity: These are having 

more regional min key points, therefore the steps beyond 

optimum solution, it also should captured in any of regional 

optimum key points. 

3. Manymodal lesser-dimensional activity: it is anti to many 

modal higher-dimensional activity, these activity does not 

includes many no. of points. 

4.CONCLUSION: 

From this we can say that this technical paper on SC 

mechanism is fruit fully promoted the function of EDA 

devices by taking the consideration of the previously existing 

analog IC sizing problems which are integrated  in analog 

electronic devices. This SC technique develop a equi balance 

among the analysis and usage capacities  when the 

optimization flow is combined to a available desired way. 

Now-a-days great consideration is refunded for the  

computerization of integrated circuit design by the engineers 

all over the universe. Different Integrated circuit designing 

devices has given for university research and business 

usages.one can be more achievable which will make the good 

agreement among results by taking into account of major 

parameters like accurate, booming, and operating time. The 

most important desired challenge of the analog integrated 

computerization devices is the optimization tech which is  

used for designing of integrated circuit purpses these are very 

powerful. 
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